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July 14 Sunday, Un-Conference 
I presented on driving the class from a single news item, using links 
There were presentations on php script for polls, and other fairly technical D2L items 

July 15 Monday 

Birds of a feather, Session 1 
Birds of a feather is a time for folks with similar roles at different schools to get together and share info. 
The first session I attended was on ADA related accessible files. I discussed Camtasia and it’s built in speech to text 
feature, and the ability to generate transcripts.  
 
We also discussed pdf files being accessible if they were generated from an electronic document, rather than being 
scanned. It is important to use Word headings where possible, and to try and lay the document out in a linear fashion 
that reading software can easily navigate. Tables can also be a problem.  
 
The group also discussed making ADA compliance a mandatory training session, much like TC’s FERPA and Sexual 
Harassment sessions are.  
 
It was noted that the new PowerPoints can save as a pdf that is a viewable show, and the need to make printable 
versions, and take advantage of the notes page. 

Birds of a feather, Session 2 
Birds of a feather is a time for folks with similar roles at different schools to get together and share info. 
The second session I attended was on D2L Gems that members wished to share. A lot of the discussion was on creating 
Widgets. A widget is a little box that can be added to D2L to display information, such as from a Tweet. 
 
Replace strings were also discussed… a replace string is a symbol inserted into a D2L document that when viewed passes 
user specific information, such as Hello {FirstName} would display as Hello Tony to Tony, and Hello Daniel to Daniel. 
{OrgName] would display Temple College here 
{FirstName} displays the user’s first name, as shown in the system 
{LastName} displays the user’s last name, as shown in the system 
{OrgUnitStartDate} displays the beginning of the semester 
{OrgUnitEndDate} displays the end of the semester 
{InitiatingUserFirstName} displays your first name, as shown in the system 
{InitiatingLastFirstName} displays your last name, as shown in the system 
{LoginPath} shows the path to https://templejc.desire2learn.com 

Birds of a feather, Session 3 
Birds of a feather is a time for folks with similar roles at different schools to get together and share info. 
The last session I attended was on Hot Topics in K-12 online. 
I attended this session to gleam how feeder schools to colleges are using the system, to better appreciate what entering 
students might be accustomed to, weaknesses that eLearning can fix, and issues that are magnified by eLearning.. 
 
I came away with a better appreciation of handwriting, the need to use this in online when possible, and reinforce my 
high opinion of open ended questions. 
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Opening Session  
John Baker, head of D2L began by talking about some limits of Face to face education…  such the rigidity; as the need for 
everyone to do the same activity in class, which is more of a one-size-fits-all method. He pointed out that online classes, 
hybrids, and on demand learning allows a more adaptive approach, a more informed approach, and even a predictive 
approach to personalizing education… the word he focused on was perceptive. 

D2L is trying to move from content delivery to being an integrated learning platform… with tools to better deal with the 
limits of geography, disability, and pace. 

This was followed by a round table with Microsoft, McGraw Hill, and D2L folks fleshing out how this can go forward. 

Keynote  
Michael B Horn, one of the authors of “Disrupting Class.” 
mhorn@christenseninstitute.org  

He started with the notion of disruptive innovation as a method of making education “Student Centric.” 

To this end, he discussed what Disruptive Innovation was, and why successful organizations fail. The premise is that big 
organizations are in sustaining mode, while often startups are in disruptive mode.  

A classic example is the personal computer. Prior to its introduction, mainframes and minicomputers were the prevailing 
products in the computing industry. At a minimum, they were priced around $200,000 and required engineering 
experience to operate. Apple, one of the pioneers in personal computing, began selling its model IIe in the 1980s—but 
as a toy for children. At that point, the product wasn’t good enough to compete with the minicomputers, but little by 
little the disruption improved. Within a few years, the smaller, more affordable personal computers surpassed the 
capability of the minicomputers, creating a huge new market and eliminating the existing industry. - See more at: 
http://www.christenseninstitute.org/key-concepts/disruptive-innovation-
2/?gclid=CPmExtPh5LkCFcZj7AodGisABw#sthash.J6kkQ1jc.dpuf  
 
GM was beat by the upstart Toyota, which is now being beaten by the upstart Hyundai. 
 
Is it disruptive? is the target an underserved market? Can you get by with something not a good to start? (There are 
folks getting No education, this can be improved for THEM by something less robust that American schools, to begin 
with.) Will existing users be motivated to ignore it for the time being?  

Can it be made simpler? That is the foot in the door. The kicker, Can technology carry it upward, upmarket, and make it 
sustainable?  http://www.christenseninstitute.org/education/  

So how can education be disruptive? Can fixed time on a topic in a classroom be replaced by variable learning options 
that include time to master a topic before moving on? Can we become competency based? 

eLearning can add value in some opportunities: 
personalization vs. factory method 
use of data and feedback 
improve teacher effectiveness 
begin to add more cost control 
 
… to address some of the holes in learning today. 

http://www.christenseninstitute.org/key-concepts/disruptive-innovation-2/?gclid=CPmExtPh5LkCFcZj7AodGisABw#sthash.J6kkQ1jc.dpuf
http://www.christenseninstitute.org/key-concepts/disruptive-innovation-2/?gclid=CPmExtPh5LkCFcZj7AodGisABw#sthash.J6kkQ1jc.dpuf
http://www.christenseninstitute.org/education/
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Workshop: Semester Start Planning  
Tanya Chisholm, Desire2Learn Program Manager, Services 

This workshop was primarily for D2L admin, and focused on behind the scenes improvements and plans to make a 
school’s semester start go smoother.  Too many institutions begin in Firefighting mode, help desk volume is 
skyrocketing, and some actions lead to poor system performance, which impacts faculty and students. The workshop 
was on how to avoid first day overload. 

Part 1 was D2L fortifications to hosted institutions (not clients running their own servers) to reduce support tickets and 
increase stability. Better timing of service packs to avoid peak school times was one solution. Better use of date to 
estimate growth of institutions to scale infrastructure in advance of the first day was another.  

Change control is being implemented to reduce the number of big changes on multiple systems at key dates… a chill is 
followed by a freeze, then back to a chill state, then back to normal to avoid first day hammering, etc. 

A semester start tool kit was made available, including checklists, webinars, free student orientation videos, and FAQ. 

Communications are to be improved, with new groups to support readiness, such as a Major Incident, and new problem 
management software. A new technical response team is in place, a new phone system to handle increased volume, etc. 

They are also trying to collect key dates from institutions, to better plan updates, student enrollment, etc. 

Workshop:  Fostering Creativity 
Oliver Dreon, Millersville University, Marie Firestone, Millersville University 

The workshop was for faculty and was on fostering student creativity, and began by discussing divergent thinking… 
to improve fluency, add flexibility (to include new points of view), originality to generate new ideas, and elaboration to 
organize and build upon ideas. The question was, how can you help this occur online? 

The use of “Insert” stuff to add videos, etc. to discussions. (Insert stuff lets you add YouTube, Flicker, etc.) 

          

Use of blog tools, such as wordpress.com (See Appendix, the last two pages, for list of Web 2.0 tools) 

It was stress that pedagogy comes first… then see what technology could be used, have a rubric to assess the activity 
objectively, and finally, model creativity for students. 

Product Spotlight   
D2L has added more than 100 enhancements in the last year. 
There is a Product Ideas Exchange in the D2L Community. (https://community.desire2learn.com/)  
Content: available templates, drag and drop, content view Content map, create an activity from Content, completion 
tracking and summary. 
Discussion: you can now click the User Profile Card to find out more about who posted 
ePortfolio now has a Quick Create; Analytics Essentials to track class progress, new Dash board  
Dropbox now supports bulk download, available iPad Assignment grader, the ability to annotate submissions 
Gradebook has milestone grade options 
You can now leave video notes 
Video Capture Central improvements, Insights adds predictive analytics, plus a Degree Compass to track degree plans 

https://community.desire2learn.com/
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Product Spotlight, continued 
 
Looking Forward 
Improvements to Role switch, mini-bar 
Save/Cancel always visible 
Capture hardware improvements CS500 
ePortfolio  reflections can be added from LMS 
native iPhone app for ePortfolio 
Group Collaboration with the acquisition of Wiggio 

 

More ‘Game-ification’ with the availability of badges. 

More MOOC support (Massively Open Online Course) 
http://www.desire2learn.com/newsletters/Horizon/Issue30/articles/?id=4  

Solution Showcase: D2L and partner solutions, http://solutionshowcase.desire2learn.com/  

Binder, app to allow students to purchase/rent  and download books for classes, use as a reader, self publish 
http://www.desire2learn.com/products/mobile/binder/  

Social Event: Jillian’s 
Networking opportunities near Fenway Park 

http://www.desire2learn.com/newsletters/Horizon/Issue30/articles/?id=4
http://solutionshowcase.desire2learn.com/
http://www.desire2learn.com/products/mobile/binder/
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July 16 Tuesday 

Workshop:  Support and TAM overview   
Steve Moran, Michael Flewwelling, Desire2Learn 

This workshop was more geared for D2L administrators. 

They focused on what has changed since the outage that affected some D2L schools. To insure they were on the right 
path, they surveyed many, many admins. They created new intermediate positions and hired many more techs and 
beefed up the Knowledge management tools they were using to record, troubleshoot, and reports root causes, not just 
temporary solutions with. This included new directors with more experience managing large organizations (Microsoft 
and RIM alum are at the top). They purchased a new phone system that could better manage the scale of the business. 
They added more Self Service tools to walk folks through know issues… all of this to improve resolution time.  
 
For a cost, they also offer 24/7 branded help desk service for institutions that need help managing user issues, such as 
passwords, etc. And very large organizations can invest in Premier Account Services, as well. 

Focus Group:  Lesson planning and Curriculum Development   
Nadeem Sheikh, Desire2Learn LMS program manager 
I was invited to share with Desire2Learn how faculty actually plan lessons and develop curriculum. They were surprised 
by the variety of what is provided to faculty, the vagueness of some state requirements, and the lack of educational 
background that some college faculty start with. I think they now better understand that sometimes a new hire is simply 
told that they will teach this class starting tomorrow, and we have no notes or handouts for you. Good luck. They also 
understand the other side of the coin, with fully scripted courses, as well as the middle ground where academic freedom 
allows faculty to craft the class to meet state requirements. We discussed tool design that could better help someone in 
a time crunch, as well as tools for the deep dive to really develop curricula based on outcomes, the use of rubrics, etc., if 
given the time.  

I like where they are heading. 

Poster Session: Reach Them Teach Them Before They Log In  
I presented the Temple College method of using workshops, providing the eLearning portal on our web site, and the 
eLearning tour BEFORE students start class, to provide instruction and later reinforcement on the use of D2L for 
students; to reduce the amount of support calls, and to improve first day readiness for students. I mention my use of 
step by step tutorials, as well as the use of YouTube videos that are available before a student even registers for a class, 
so they can become accustomed to the system before they even log in. 

D2L Going Forward, Excellence Award, Sharing resources  
John Baker, Terri-Lynn Brown, Barry Dahl, Desire2Learn 

Some partnerships were announced, and the Society for Teaching and Learning in Higher Ed (STLHE) joinged up to offer 
an Innovation Award in teaching and learning. 

Of the many ideas that were recognized, some of my favorites include: 
an open Orientation/Sample Course in D2L that any student can access anytime 
Creating a YouTube playlist that can be shared with students 
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Keynote 
Karen Cantor, former Director of the Office of Education Technology, US Dept of Ed, 2009-2013 

She discussed the National Education Technology Plan, which is competency base/time variable… it was all about 
personalization.  

                                                                                            Skills 
              
                                                       Students  
                                                      do work                                                Socially   
                                                                                                                     Relevant 
                                                      Leverage  
                                                     Technology 
                                                                               No “One-right answer” 
                                                                               Open-ended portfolio 

 

Students need the right mindset, they need grit, they need to manage goals and be challenged. 
But they also need support: explain with animation, simulation, visual aids… and it has to be assessable.  

Discussed using books in the public domain. 

A big deal was personalization based on data, and she discussed the “My Data Initiative.”  
http://www.ed.gov/edblogs/technology/mydata/  
 
It’s like a GPS to keep students pointed toward their goal. 

                                                          What to learn (Road map) 
 
                     How you Learn  (GPS)                                                Demonstrate what you learned 
                                                                                                            (use of a eRecord, like a portfolio) 

 

BUT… 
there is an access gap (lack of broad band prevents some from getting access) 
there is a participation gap (even those with broadband access aren’t using it) 
there is a USE gap (if it is being used, it may not be fully used) 
 
SO… 
there needs to be more access to devices and infrastructure 
Data is key, that data has to be generated and provided 
This will require advanced research, better evaluation 
The system must be compelling and engaging 
to close the Digital Learning Gap 

http://www.ed.gov/edblogs/technology/mydata/
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Lightening Round: 10 Tips and strategies to Engage 
Marni Dunnin, Minnesota State University, Mankato 
http://link.mnsu.edu/fusion13  
1. Organized Content: weekly modules that include checklists followed with readings, lectures, and activities that need 
to be completed that week. Make actions & due dates clear! (Download our QM Template!) 
2. Helpful Resources: Use Widgets 
a. add a Course Instructor widget  
b. add a Student Resources widget 
c. add a Countdown Timer widget (Site) 
3. Learner Response Systems: Gauge Learners understanding, conduct assessments, take attendance  (Strategies) (Chimein) 
4. Modify Content with Ease: Put Syllabus (and other documents) on Google Drive for automatic updates 
a. HTML code: <iframe width="1024" height="768" src="published file embed code"></iframe> 
5. Screencasts:  ‘How to navigate around your online course’ and/or feedback to students through the dropbox on assignments 
a. Jing 
b. Screeencast-o-matic 
6. Lecture Captures: Narrate your PPTs and/or Record your lectures (Strategies) 
a. iSpring Free 
b. Screeencast-o-matic 
7. Introductions/Participation: videos shared through discussions  
a. Animoto 
b. FlixPress 
8. Assessments:  
a. Create a quiz with unlimited attempts to practice for mid/final exam 
b. Create questions using graphics, audio, or video 
c. Use submission view to show students how they did  
9. Interactive/Self Paced Lessons: Create multiple html pages and have them link together creating an eLearning 
experience like Softchalk (Strategies) 
10. Discussions: Meaningful discussion, Student Lounge,  and a Q/A area (Strategies) 
 
Tom Tu, University of Wisconsin, Superior 
Enhance Course Navigation, open a Course Preview the week before 
When creating Modules and Topics, reduce lists of links to one page of HTML links that open in a new window 
Include file format and file size for links 
Work for consistency 
Personalize navigation with HTML 
Awaken your Course Home 
Inspire with web 2.0 tools 
Personalize with widgets 
Focus on organization 

Amanda Williamson, Georgia Virtual Learning 
Check out (Google)  toondoo, smore, podlet, flaming text, pictochart, image chef, flipsnack , fodey, Go! Animimate, 
JibJab, Vocaroo, Voli, Audio pal, Thinklink;  (See Appendix, the last two pages, for list of other Web 2.0 tools) 
Idea: put video in News, like commercials 

http://link.mnsu.edu/fusion13
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Workshop: New Opportunities and Challenges 
Kathy Wullstein, University of Oklahoma 
In Content, you can add a Course Overview, which can include graphics 

 
Each module you can add a description to the module, including a graphic 

 
You can now add items like Dropbox in Content 

 
Don’t forget you can leave instructions about the dropbox, in the dropbox; You can keep students from reading 
discussions until they have posted; In the dropbox you can now set start date, due date, and end date. 
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Workshop: What’s New in D2L since last Summer (10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 10.4) 
Saibal Chakruburtly, Desire2Learn 

Spring 2012  10.0 
Fall 2012  10.1 
Spring 2013  10.2 
Fall 2014 10.3 

Ability to make a Booklist widget 

New equation editor 

New in Dropbox, Start date, Due Date, End Date 
Bulk Download in Dropbox  

Dropbox has new content viewer 

Floating Save button 
 
Discussions:  topic view, thread (more like facebook) 
Notification for dropbox 
User Profile Card, hover over username to see profile info 
Add discussions in Content 
Admin can now restore deleted discussions and Grades 
 
Content: Descriptions 
Content Tracking Summary 
Templates available in Content 
Create activities within content 

Grades: Milestone grade option 

Email, cc/bcc changes 

More universal drag and drop, more in-line editing 

Better event logs 

Better checklists 

New Tool: Class Progress 
 

Social Event: John F Kennedy Library 
Networking opportunity 
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July 17 Wednesday 

Workshop: Instructor Training 
Karla Farrell, University of Wisconsin Colleges 
Patricia Fellows, University of Wisconsin Colleges 

This school now offers a FULLY online AA degree, and to get more faculty involved uses a combination of Camtasia 
created screencasts and boot camps. The training itself is a hybrid, 40-60, and is REQUIRED training if faculty wishes to 
teach online courses.  

To support the online initiative, the legislature funded $250,000 for faculty development. 
Goals, to maintain quality.  

The training and required training aspects are supported by faculty governance, department chairs, the provost, deans, 
etc.  

Topics include 
What is blended 
Communications 
Discussions 
the LMS 
Web 2.0 ;  

They use PowToons (See Appendix, the last two pages, for list of other Web 2.0 tools) 

The program asks deans for participants, 12-15 
They start with a face to face pre-workshop,  and D2L 
Then they model online teaching with an online, 12 week course that uses homework, dropbox, discussions, etc. 
Final session via web conferencing. Faculty get a $15000 stipend if they pass. 

Workshop: Windows 8.1 and office 2013/365 
Edwin Guarin, Microsoft 
Most of this information is included in my YouTube videos  
New is a hands free mode, and better One Note collaboration. 

Workshop: Getting Started with Intelligent Agents 
Elizabeth McMahon, Northland Community and Technical College 
See Appendix 

Keynote 
Dr. Alec Couros , MIT 
Sadly, this keynote was mostly YouTube videos  
Closing 
Location of Next Fusion Desire2Learn User’s conference: Nashville, TN 

Intelligent Agents follows  

Web 2.0 Tools follows 
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Tuesday 9:20 Workshop 
Engage your students with Checklists, Intelligent Agents, and Audio Feedback 
Ginger Dewey gdewey@yorktech.edu / (barry.dahl@desire23learn.com) 

 

mailto:barry.dahl@desire23learn.com
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{OrgName} The name of the organization 
{OrgUnitCode} The code for the org unit 
{OrgUnitStartDate} The start date of the specified org unit 
{OrgUnitEndDate} The end date of the specified org unit 
{initiatingUserFirstName} The first name of the initiating user (the student) 
{initiatingUserLastName} The last name of the initiating user (the student) 
{LoginPath} The address of the login path for the site 
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For News items you can use: {FirstName} {LastName}  
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Don’t forget to Enable the Intelligent Agent, and Test 
Also, if you use Audio Feedback, start and end with positive 
Also, Use Checklist 
Also, Use Attendance 
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